
Research paper presentation 

At the intersection of art and life: rethinking intermediality in 
the visual arts through Agamben’s theory of gesture 



Motivations for the research paper - Notebook on Cities and Clothes 



Motivations for the research paper - Lightness 

   ‘I have tried to remove weight, 
sometimes from people, sometimes 
from heavenly bodies, sometimes 
from cities; above all I have tried to 
remove weight from the structure of 
stories and from language’ 
 
Italo Calvino – Lightness 
Six Memos for the next Millenium 
 



Motivations for the research paper - Lightness 

   ‘To cut off Medusa’s head without 
being turned into stone, Perseus 
supports himself on the very lightest 
of things, the winds and the clouds, 
and fixes his gaze upon what can be 
revealed only by indirect vision, an 
image caught in a mirror’ 
 
Italo Calvino – Lightness 
Six Memos for the next Millenium 
 



Research paper - outline 

•  Review of theories of the medium 
in art 

•  Intermediality and gesture 

•  Case studies 



Greenberg and medium - specificity 



Intermedia – Dick Higgins 



Intermedia - media utopias 



against intermedia -  Greenberg and Rosalind Krauss 

 
 

"the decline of taste threatens to overtake art 
itself. I see intermedia and the 
permissiveness that goes with it as a 
symptom of this. Good art can come from 
anywhere, but it hasn't yet come from 
intermedia or anything like it"  



Rosalind Krauss:  the post – medium condition 

"First, the specificity of mediums, even modernist 
ones, must be understood as differential, self-
differing, and thus as a layering of conventions never 
simply collapsed into the physicality of their support. 
[..] Second, that it is [..] the onset of higher orders of 
technology --  computers etc -- which allows us, by 
rendering older techniques outmoded, to grasp the 
inner complexity of the mediums those techniques 
support.” 
 
“Artists must invent their own medium”” 



Problems with Krauss’ position 

•   Artists are destined to be 
ragpickers, working with 
obsolescent technology 

•  Nostalgic and backward looking 

•   Need an approach which 
embraces new technology while 
maintaining a critical stance 



Intermedial aesthetics - Jill Bennett 

“The possibility of an 
intermedial aesthetic 
remains a blind spot for 
art history ..’ 



Intermedial aesthetics – Gabriel Orozco 



Agamben’s theory of gesture -1 



Agamben’s theory of gesture -2 



Agamben’s theory of gesture-3 

‘Gesture is a means 
without ends, an 
exhibition, a process of 
making visible. 
Opening this 
experience of mediality 
as the ethical 
dimension of human 
beings’ 
 



Agamben’s theory of gesture 



The intermedial gesture- an interplay between two opposites 

•  ‘Being in a medium’ 

•  Staging or exhibition of intermedial relationships 



Case studies: William Kentridge- Fortuna 



Case studies: Marcel Broodthaers - A Voyage on the North Sea 



Marcel Broodthaers - A Voyage on the North Sea 



Case studies: David Claerbout’s Happy Moments 



David Claerbout’s Happy Moments 



David Claerbout’s Happy Moments 



David Claerbout’s Happy Moments 



David Claerbout’s Happy Moments 



 
After the research paper..…The boat is leaking. The Captain lied, - Fondazione 

Prada 2017 



The Boat is leaking. The Captain lied, - Fondazione Prada  



The Boat is leaking. The Captain lied. - Fondazione Prada  



The Boat is leaking. The Captain lied, - Fondazione Prada  



After the research paper …William Forsythe’s choreographic objects 



William Forsythe’s choreographic objects 



Current  work – exploring the screen as threshold 



Current  work – exploring the screen as threshold 

•  A screen is a threshold architectural feature – 
private/public, sacred/secular etc 

•  In media theory, a threshold occurs between 
‘being in a medium’ and ‘being outside a 
medium’ (staging) 

 
So threshold appears to be a spatial form of  
the intermedial gesture 



Current  work – exploring the screen as threshold 

‘being in a medium’  - cinematic 
viewing 
 
 
‘being outside a medium’ (staging) – 
structural film 
 
 



Two screen config 

A 

B 



Two screen -active space  

A = projection of object 

B =  shadow of object 



Two screen -active space  

A = shadow of object 

B =  shadow of object 



Two screen -active space test  

A =  object 

B =  shadow of object 



Two screen -active space test  



Two screen -active space test  


